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 Suppose everything in 
the universe—including 
us—were made of 
bowling balls

 Now suppose we were 
surrounded by a sea of 
slow-moving ping-pong
balls
 Could we ever tell?

 Is it possible to influence 
without being 
influenced?

Bowling balls and ping-pong balls

?



Bowling balls and ping-pong balls

 What are the limits on 
experimental physicists 
for identifying “sectors” of 
the universe to which we 
are weakly coupled? 

 Dark matter

 Supersymmetry

 New neutrinos

 Mirror matter

 Fifth forces

 …

?
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Collisional decoherence in experiment



Collisional decoherence in experiment

 Molecule being 
interfered:

 Carbon fullerene (C70 )

 840 amu

 Molecule causing 
decoherence: 

 Methane (CH4)

 16 amu

 Deflection of much 
heavier fullerenes is 
small

See: K. Hornberger et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 160401 (2003), and others



Collisional decoherence in experiment

 Key idea: varying gas pressure in experiment controls 
interference fringe visibility

Image source: K. Hornberger et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 160401 (2003)



Collisional decoherence in experiment

Image source: K. Hornberger et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 160401 (2003)

 Visibility falls 
exponentially 
with pressure

 But sufficiently 
dense methane 
knocks 
fullerenes out of 
experiment



Limits of detection

 But what if we dial down the mass of methane 
molecules while holding their velocity constant?
 Increasing methane density still suppresses interference 

visibility

 Fullerenes are undeflected

 Count rate remains constant

 This naturally suggests the massless limit

 Apparently, we can detect the presence of arbitrarily
light particles transferring arbitrarily little 
momentum and energy

 Quantum measurements can detect particles which 
are classically undetectable



Bowling-ball interferometry

!?…
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Basic dark matter

 Many observations suggest new, non-baryonic form 
of gravitating matter

 Evidence comes from sub-galactic scales and above, 
e.g.

 Galactic rotation curves

 Bullet cluster

 Large-scale structure



 Most generic local 
prediction is, virializedrk
 Roughly isotropic in galactic 

rest frame

 Maxwellian velocity 
distribution

 Local density ~ 0.4 GeV/cm3

 Typical velocity ~ 230 km/s

 Assumed for limits set by 
underground detectors

 Choice of mDM fixes flux, 
allows limits on σ

The dark matter halo

 Generic local dark matter prediction: roughly spherical, 
virialized halo of dark matter enveloping the Milky Way

Image source:  European Southern Observatory (artist impression, duh)

Visible matter
Dark matter



Image source: XENON Collaboration. Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 181301 (2012)

Limits evaporate for dark 
matter masses below a GeV



Detecting low-mass dark matter

 Nucleons masses are M  1 GeV

 Energy transfer goes like ~ mDM
2vDM

2/M

 Minimum sensitivity of experiments: 
~ 1 keV energy transfer

 Corresponds to mDM ~ M  1 GeV

 A 1 MeV dark matter candidate deposits 10-3 eV

 A 1 keV dark matter candidate deposits 10-9 eV

M
mDM



Alternative: detection through decoherence

 Initial state:

 Final state:

 Measurement:

(trivial evolution)

~100%

~0%

~50%

~50%

(zero momentum 
transfer)



What makes this remotely possible?

 Modern matter interferometry is 
incredible!

 The Arndt group in Vienna have 
superposed molecules of almost 104

amu
 Sensitivity scales like number of nucleons N

 The next generation of interferometers 
should push 107 amu
 (Quantum viruses!)

 Other contributing effects:
 “Coherent elastic scattering”: NN2

 Dark matter wind gives directionality!

 See paper for more cool physics

Image source: Gerlich, S. et al. Nat. Commun. 2, 263 (2011)



Proposed experiments as benchmarks

 Consider proposals for three next-generation matter 
interferometers in order to estimate sensitivity to 
dark matter

 Optical Time-domain Ionizing Matter-wave (OTIMA) 
Interferometer proposal: 106 amu gold clusters

 Same Arndt group in Vienna

 Improved technology applied to previously mentioned matter 
interferometry experiment

 S. Nimmrichter et al. New Journal of Physics 13, 075002 
(2011)



Proposed experiments as benchmarks

 Optically trapped nanospheres proposal: 40 nm silica 
ball

 Nanometer sized ball of silica suspended and brought into 
superposition optically; very different than traditional 
interferometry

 O. Romero-Isart et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 020405 (2011).

 Atomic Gravitational-wave Interferometric Sensor 
(AGIS) satellite experiment proposal

 Single atoms (no N2 boost) interfered in open vaccuum of 
space 

 S. Dimopoulos et al. Phys. Rev. D 78, 122002 (2008)







Dark matter discussion

 So no dark matter tomorrow, but very possible in the 
future

 These are all free results from experiments with existing, 
unrelated motivations
 What happens if experiment were designed explicitly for dark 

matter?

 What happens if someone besides me thought about this for a while?

 What’s going on with this seemingly new experimental 
ability?

 How does this fit in with the known “quantum-enhanced 
measurements” (QEMs)?



Quantum-enhanced measurements

MeasurementPreparation

“Dark” system

“Probe” system
Interaction 

Hamiltonian



 Beating the shot-noise limit in 
interferometry

 Squeezed states

 NOON states

 Beating the SQL in weak-force 
measurements

 Squeezed states

 Cat states (matter interferometry)

 Blackbox unitaries, entangled 
photon imaging, etc.

Other quantum-enhanced measurements

(Photons)

All semi-
classical

(i.e. reduced dynamics 
of probe are unitary)

(Test mass)

(Qubits, 
photons, etc.)



The rest of this talk

 Claim #1: “Decoherence detection” is properly 
understood as a entangling/non-unitary/decoherent
version of the quantum enhanced measurements 
(QEMs)

 Claim #2: QEMs, both unitary and decoherent, can 
be broken into two classes based on what preferred 
basis is “transcended”
 Quantum enhanced : Separable states  entangled states

 Quantum enabled: Wavepackets  non-wavepackets

 Claim #3: Many (most? all?) such preferred bases 
arise from the interaction with the environment: 
einselection
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Aharonov-Bohm effect

 Aharonov-Bohm effect is old

 Ehrenberg & Siday first describe effect in 1949

 Aharonov & Bohm offer surprising interpretation in 1959

 We all know what the implications are, right?

 Something about how the potential is more “real” in 
quantum mechanics than in classical mechanics…?

Φ
e L

R



Magnetic Aharonov-Bohm effect

Φ
e L

R

Solenoid with 
magnetic flux

Zero field outside 
solenoid, but non-zero 

vector potential

Relative phase 
measurable

Electron 
coherently travels 

over L and R 
paths



Electric Aharonov-Bohm effect

e L

R

Electric scalar 
potential Negligible field everywhere, 

but region of  significant 
positive potential

Relative phase 
measurable

Electron 
coherently travels 

over L and R 
paths

Electromagnetic potential “real”?!?

VE



Aharonov-Bohm effect

 No

 60 year-old experiment…

 …but Lev Vaidman figured out what’s really going on 
last year

 To summarize…

The next three slides are just a summary of Vaidman’s work
See: L. Vaidman, Phys. Rev. A 86, 040101 (2012).

See also: L. Vaidman, arXiv: 1301.6153.



Electric Aharonov-Bohm effect

 True, the superposed probe charge experiences zero 
force on both arms

 But the source charges creating the macroscopic 
potential experience a non-zero force

e L

R

VE

FQ

FQ



Electric Aharonov-Bohm effect: Zoom in

VE

L

e

Q

Q

r

r

FQ

FQ

“Source” charges

“Probe” charge



Electric Aharonov-Bohm effect

 The strength of the force experienced by the source 
charges is dependent on the path taken by the probe 
charge

 Force on source charges is recorded by a phase applied to 
the global state, which can be measured locally at the 
probe

 You can eliminate the forces on the source charges by 
breaking semi-classical approximation, but this destroys 
the effect!
 Quantum potentials not any more “real”

 See Vaidman

e L

R

VE

FQ

FQ



Electric Aharonov-Bohm effect

 Initial state:

 Final state:

 Measurement:

(trivial evolution)(zero field 
everywhere)

L

R

e

Electric potential “real”?!?
We can detect particles which we push 

on—but are not pushed by!

Denotes state of 
source charges



Aharonov-Bohm effect

 “The core of the Aharonov-Bohm effect is the same 
as the core of quantum entanglement: the quantum 
wave function describes all systems together.”

 Another example of classical influencing without 
being classically influenced

 but which is detectable in quantum mechanics!

 Now lets connect this to something ostensibly very 
different…

e L

R

VE



Test-mass SQL

 Suppose we need to measure a weak force F during a 
short time period T acting on a test mass M
 E.g. gravitational waves, for which the time-averaged force is zero

 Suppose further that we are restricted to position (or 
position-like) measurements

 For sufficiently weak forces, the wavepacket is simply not 
displaced enough

 Narrowing wavepacket does not help past a certain point: 
 Smaller initial width causes faster spreading during time interval

F



Beating the test-mass SQL

 Alternative: produce superposition of widely 
separated wavepackets

 Weak force is associated with potential difference 
Ueff between arms

 Potential produces a phase shift

 (See AGIS satellite, not LIGO)

L

T

F

Ueff = LF

Note: we could take the 
force to exactly vanish 
over wavepacket width,

just like AB effect



AB effect  Beating test-mass SQL

 In both the AB effect and beating the test-mass SQL:

 Probe particle experiences negligible force over width of its 
wavepacket

 Split the wavepacket into two parts which are separated by 
distance large compared to wavepacket width

 Phase shift can be measured

L

R

V
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 Heavy dark matter

 Very strong gravitational waves

Classically detectable examples

 Unbalanced force

Fe FQ

FGrav



 Low-mass dark matter

 Weak gravitational waves

Classically undetectable examples

 Balanced forces

FGrav

FQ
FQ



 Low-mass dark matter (decoherence detection)

Quantum enabled measurements

L

R

Key: Superposition with respect to
basis of wavepackets enables detection



 Low-mass dark matter (decoherence detection)

 Balanced forces (AB effect)

Quantum enabled measurements

L

R

VE

Key: Superposition with respect to
basis of wavepackets enables detection



 Low-mass dark matter (decoherence detection)

 Balanced forces (AB effect)

 Weak gravitational waves (beating test mass SQL)

Quantum enabled measurements

L

R

FGrav

Key: Superposition with respect to
basis of wavepackets enables detection



Quantum enabled measurements (QEM)
U

n
it

a
ry

D
ec

o
h

er
en

t

Decoherence 
detection with 

atom 
interferometry

AB effect

Beating test 
mass SQL

 Conventional QEMs have 
unitary reduced dynamics

 Semi-classical treatment

 Probe and “dark” systems 
remain unentangled

 “Decoherence detection” 
is crucially non-unitary

 But there are other QEMs

 What about the shot-noise 
limit?



Traditional (Unitary) Shot-noise limit

1

0



Decoherent shot-noise limit

L

R



Quantum (merely) enhanced measurements
U

n
ita

ry
D

eco
h

eren
t

Decoherence 
detection with 

matter
interferometry

Beating shot-
noise limit
(many versions)

 Similarly, we have unitary 
and decoherent versions

 These measurements only 
enhance our classical 
abilities

N  N

 Key feature is 
entanglement of probe’s 
subsystems



Generalized QEMs

U
n

it
a

ry
D
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o

h
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t

Decoherence 
detection with 

atom 
interferometry

AB effect

Beating test 
mass SQL

“Enabled” “Enhanced”

Decoherence 
detection with 

atom 
interferometry

Decoherence 
detection with 

matter
interferometry

AB effect

Beating test 
mass SQL

Beating shot-
noise limit
(many versions)
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QEM as transcendence of preferred basis

 Philosophy: Key idea of QEM is transcending the 
preferred basis in probe system

 Initial states must be coherent superposition with respect to 
preferred basis

 Measurement basis must not commute with preferred basis

 Usually this is an einselected basis

 Determined by environment and nature of probe-environment 
interaction



Classical detection scheme

MeasurementPreparation



Classical detection scheme

“Classically detectable” when

Assume there is a preferred basis



Transcendence

 Quantum enabled measurements
 Preferred basis: wavepackets

 (Overcomplete)

 Quantum enhanced measurements
 Preferred basis: separable states/coherent states

 (Each subsystems forms decoherence-free subspace)

 When preferred basis not enforced by environment, 
information flow is generally two-way
 Can’t influence without being influenced

 When preferred basis enforced, information flow can 
be one-way
 Observers using environment as information channel can learn 

only about probe’s preferred basis

Transcendence

Charlie Bennett

Wojciech Zurek

Collisional decoherence

Decoherence of E&M field



“Dark” system D  is classically 
undetectable for any XX

Simple theorem about interaction Hamiltonian



Simple theorem about interaction Hamiltonian

Detecting  D requires an initial 
state and a measurement which 

transcend the preferred basis

Holds even if |Pi > are over 
complete, e.g. all product 

states in multi-partite probe
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Summary: Generalized QEMs

 Decoherence detection and the AB effect can be 
placed in the same framework as existing QEMs

 Decoherence detection is crucially different in that it 
cannot be treated semi-classically

 Necessarily produces entanglement between the probe and the 
“dark” system

 It’s useful to distinguish between quantum enabled
and (merely) quantum enhanced measurements



Summary: enhanced vs. enabled

 Quantum enhanced measurements

 Requires tensor-product decomposition into subsystems

 Product states vs. GHZ states

 Entanglement as a resource

 Allows N  N improvement

 Quantum enabled measurements

 Not based on entanglement (no decomposition into 
subsystems) 

 Wavepackets vs. “non-classical” states

 Allows classically impossible feats

 Both part of decoherence detection



Summary: Decoherence detection 

 Detecting new particles or forces through decoherence is 
a fundamentally different technique for detection

 Can detect new particles and forces which are classically 
undetectable

 Insofar as the stability in the presence of decoherence can 
be used to define the “classicality” of quantum states…

 …then the most “non-classical” states will be the most 
sensitive to decoherence, and therefore the most sensitive 
to weak phenomena

Gives brand new motivation for pursuing 
macroscopic quantum superpositions!

 What else could this be used for? Well…



 Graviton detection is argued to be infeasible even in 
distant future
 Jupiter-sized detector in orbit around neutron star absorbs 1 

graviton per decade

 Background is likely irreducible

 Massive superpositions decohere through 
gravitational bremsstrahlung
 Decoherence factor goes like

Graviton detection!

 Planck-mass superpositions 
accelerated relativistically 
enables detection of 
gravitons See arXiv:1205.3195 for further discussion



The End


